Results and Discussion
Functional complementarity between a microRNA (miRNA) and a messenger RNA can be imperfect-the best predictor seems to be complementarity between the ''seed'' of the miRNA (miRNA nucleotides 2 through 7) and the messenger RNA. Accordingly, mRNAs contain a significant proportion of phylogenetically conserved miRNA seed matches, likely reflecting selective pressure. This observation led to the implementation of miRNA target prediction algorithms that define miRNA targets as messenger RNAs containing evolutionarily conserved miRNA seed matches; such algorithms are the most efficient in identifying mRNAs that are actually repressed by miRNAs [1, 2] .
Short complementarities between miRNAs and mRNAs are very common in transcriptomes, and efficient prediction programs typically identify tens or hundreds of targets for each miRNA. This observation is hard to reconcile with the few well-studied in vivo systems in which the many visible phenotypic defects of a miRNA mutant are rescued by the mutation of a single target (see Table 1 ). Similarly, the loss of the miRNA maturation machinery usually results in a few specific deficiencies (discussed in [9] ). One interpretation of this discrepancy is that the in vivo experiments overlook some subtle phenotypic changes due to the other miRNA targets. For instance, the regulation of cog-1 by the miRNA lsy-6 controls the differentiation of a single set of chemosensory neurons in worms [10] . For a given miRNA, if only one target controls an obvious phenotype whereas all of the others have such discreet consequences, then a defect in their regulation would remain unnoticed until specifically probed. It is also possible that many factors determine the functional outcome of specific miRNA:target mRNA interactions and that these in vivo studied miRNAs coincidentally have many fewer targets than other miRNAs. Alternatively, this discrepancy could mean that miRNA target prediction programs miss an essential feature of miRNA regulation.
A second apparent paradox is that miRNA-mediated regulation is surprisingly modest: miRNAs typically repress target protein expression by less than 2-fold [1, 2] . Intraindividual variation in protein expression is often greater yet is well tolerated in natural populations [6, 7] (Figure 1 ). Moreover, few animal genes are haploinsufficient: a 2-fold reduction in gene transcription usually yields no detectable defect [11] . These observations are consistent with the view that biological systems are robust, accommodating such variations in gene expression because most genes are integrated into complex systems that buffer natural fluctuations by negative feedback loops, by tolerance to changes in the concentration of components that are in excess, or by partial functional redundancies. It could be argued that subtly affecting many genes in a single pathway could result in a dramatic change in the final output. Such quantitative predictions on the behavior of complex systems are the goal of the emerging discipline of systems biology. Yet past studies have already shown that the intrinsic organization of biological pathways results in a robust response to such variations [12, 13] .
It is thus likely that many cases of miRNA-mediated repression cannot lead to any consequence at a physiological level because their modest repressive effect is buffered by homeostatic mechanisms. Why, then, have tens or hundreds of complementary sites for each miRNA been conserved in evolution?
I propose that a large proportion of miRNA binding sites act as competitive inhibitors for the miRNA. Such a miRNA repressor has been found in plants [14] , and in animals, artificial constructs can compete with endogenous mRNAs for miRNA binding [15] . These so-called ''miRNA sponges'' used in animal cells are coding, messenger RNAs that recapitulate all of the features of natural miRNA targets, and they repress miRNAs in a dose-dependent manner.
As miRNA modulators, these pseudotarget sites are also expected to be phylogenetically conserved-not because they regulate the mRNAs in which they reside, but because they regulate the miRNA that binds them by sequestering it. Such pseudotargets would have the central characteristics of miRNA targets recognized by the prediction algorithms: complementarity to miRNAs and phylogenetic conservation.
MiRNA-sequestering pseudotargets do not need to be insensitive to miRNA-guided repression: after binding a miRNA, translation of these mRNAs would likely be repressed. But such modest repression would be buffered by the robustness of the biological pathways in which these mRNAs participate. In the end, the only difference between real, physiological targets and pseudotargets would be their sensitivity to an z2-fold decrease in protein expression. Interestingly, the activity of some of the most validated miRNA targets (identified by in vivo studies) is indeed very sensitive to gene dosage (see Table 2 ). It is noteworthy that authentic targets can also be potent miRNA inhibitors, even though they are themselves repressed to a physiologically noticeable extent.
This hypothesis postulates that only genes whose activity is sensitive to a small reduction in protein expression could be authentic miRNA targets. Examples of such targets include lin-14, lin-41, and cog-1 in worms; abrupt and hid in flies; and Ptbp1 in mice (repressed by the miRNAs lin-4, let-7, lsy-6, let-7, bantam, and miR-124, respectively). Each gene that is repressed by these miRNAs and whose activity is robust to such a small reduction is proposed to act as a competitive inhibitor; its evolutionary conservation simply means that its expression pattern and the affinity of its mRNA for the miRNA provide a selective advantage by modulating miRNA activity in a cell-type-specific manner.
This idea would also resolve a third apparent paradox: although miRNA binding sites are typically well conserved miRNA:target mRNA interactions have been validated in vivo by suppressor experiments for only three cases. Each of these showed that the mutation of a single target mRNA corrected the pleiotropic defects conferred by the miRNA mutation, in clear contradiction to long lists of computationally predicted targets. Computational predictions were performed with TargetScan v4.2 [17] and the latest available version of PicTar [18] (at medium sensitivity and specificity for the D. melanogaster prediction).
Figure 1. miRNA-Mediated Repression Is Typically Smaller Than Intraindividual Variability in Gene Expression
Two representative examples of expression polymorphism in natural animal populations are displayed here: the expression polymorphism of 5175 genes in human lymphoblastoid cells among 70 individuals (measured at the mRNA accumulation level [7] ; the displayed values are the median fold changes relative to the geometric mean of the 70 individual expressions) and of 23 proteins and groups of proteins in Drosophila whole body (measured at the protein accumulation level [6] ; the displayed values are the maximal observed variations across independent pools of 100 flies). This intraindividual variation is significantly larger than the repression contributed by miRNAs measured in HeLa cells [1] or in mouse neutrophils [2] (Wilcoxon test p value % 1.0 3 10
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for each pairwise comparison). miRNA targets were retrieved with the best prediction algorithm for each data set (PicTar for HeLa cells; TargetScan v4.1 for mouse neutrophils). Gene expression polymorphism in human cells was evaluated for reliably quantified mRNAs (see Supplemental Data for details). The horizontal dashed line indicates the value for an absence of variation.
among closely related species, they differ between distant species [8] . This observation is predicted by the hypothesis. For miRNA pseudotargets, the only features that matter are the abundance and the affinity of the mRNA for a miRNA; the exact identity of these mRNAs does not have any influence. Thus, the repertoire of pseudotargets fluctuates among distantly related species, despite being quite consistent among closely related species. During a long evolutionary divergence, pseudotargets could be replaced by other mRNAs with similar expression patterns. It is tempting to speculate that the few deeply conserved miRNA binding sites identified computationally are enriched in real, physiological targets, whereas the less conserved sites would be mostly pseudotargets [8] .
The hypothesis also predicts that the loss of miRNAsequestering pseudotargets would increase the concentration of free miRNA, hence enhancing the repression of authentic targets. This phenomenon would explain another puzzling observation: let-7 mutant lethality is almost completely relieved when daf-12, hbl-1, pha-4, or lin-41 is repressed by RNAi [16] . If the lethality of let-7 mutants were due to the overexpression of these targets, then the inviability should be rescued only when all of these genes are repressed, not when only one is repressed. But if some of these genes are pseudotargets for let-7, the repression of any of these will release some free let-7 miRNA (from the hypomorphic let-7 allele or from other members of the let-7 miRNA family) and improve the repression of the few authentic let-7 targets, correcting the phenotype. This puzzling observation could be explained by other gene interaction models, in which the RNAi-targeted genes act downstream of the actual let-7 targets. However, the pseudotarget hypothesis has the merit Alternative splicing is sensitive to Ptbp1 expression level [27] In addition to the three genetically validated miRNA:target mRNA interactions (first three rows), several interactions have been assessed in vivo (see [28] for review; these experiments typically measure the repression of a reporter gene bearing the target 3 0 untranslated region without assessing its physiological significance). The three genetically validated targets and four additional candidate targets exhibit dosage-dependent activity. Computationally predicted targets contain both authentic targets (in red) and pseudotargets (in green, blue, and magenta); all of these mRNAs exhibit phylogenetically conserved, complementary sites accessible to the miRNA. However, the moderate miRNA-guided repression of pseudotargets is buffered by the robustness of their biological pathways; the only physiological effects of the miRNA are due to the repression of authentic targets. In cell type 1, in which pseudotargets are abundantly expressed, the miRNA is titrated by pseudotargets; authentic targets are poorly repressed. In cell type 2, in which pseudotargets are sparse, the miRNA is available; authentic targets are strongly repressed. of relying only on proven interactions between let-7 and all of these genes.
In sum, according to this hypothesis, every phylogenetically conserved miRNA-complementary mRNA is not regulated by that miRNA; rather, most miRNA ''targets'' titrate miRNAs. That is, most miRNA ''targets'' regulate the miRNA, and not the reverse. Authentic miRNA regulatory targets need to be not only complementary and accessible to the miRNA but also sufficiently sensitive to a modest reduction in their protein production to benefit from miRNA regulation. Finally, although miRNAs have been known for some time to shape cell type identity, this hypothesis also predicts that each cell type, as a consequence of the composition of its transcriptome, modulates miRNA activity (see Figure 2) . Such a system would ensure that the regulation of miRNA targets integrates expression information from hundreds of other genes.
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